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Abstract: The crucial determinant of Asia-Pacific security is whether the U.S. and China can
negotiate their relationship and their relative positions and roles in such a way as to produce
sustainable regional stability. This paper examines three alternative scenarios of negotiating
Sino-American coexistence: (I) The maintenance of the status quo of U.S. strategic dominance
over the region, which China does not challenge; (II) negotiated change, by which the two
powers coordinate to manage a more fundamental structural transformation; and (III) power
transition, in which there is a significant structural shift in the regional system as a rising China
challenges U.S. dominance, with a range of possible outcomes.

Introduction
In spite of the world’s attention having been focused on Central Asia and the Middle
East in the aftermath of September 2001, a significant number of potential key points
of international conflict remain congregated in the Asia-Pacific region. These include
the nuclear standoff with North Korea; uncertainties associated with China’s rising
economic, political and military power; the potential flashpoint of Taiwan; and incidences of Islamic extremism and terrorist activity in Southeast Asia. Overarching these
issues is the question of a gradual systemic change, as the rise of China impinges upon
the influence of the United States, the incumbent dominant power in the region. Both
in the sense of their involvement in specific areas of potential conflict, especially the
Korean Peninsula and Taiwan, and also in terms of ongoing structural changes in the
balance of power, the security of the Asia-Pacific region thus rests in large part upon
the US and China.
The existing discourse appears to work from the position that it is incumbent upon
the US, as the predominant power, to orchestrate regional order, and to decide how
much room it should make for a rising China. Beijing is seen as somewhat unpredictable, yet mainly reactive, and is expected by Washington expected to adjust itself to fit
into the US-dominated status quo if peace is to be preserved in the region.1 In contrast,
this paper begins with the premise that effective management of the changing structural
conditions in the Asia-Pacific must be based upon a reassessment of the relative interests, positions and roles of the US and China in the region. Rather than the alternative
scenarios of conflictual power transition or the stark choice between containment and
accommodation, it argues that a sustainable regional stability may be determined by
whether, in the process of building a new basis for US power in the post-Cold War era,
a stake can also be crafted for China as an emerging regional great power. In other
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words, whether the two countries can successfully negotiate their relationship towards
what the Chinese label “peaceful coexistence” in a new regional order.
There have been conflicting interpretations of the implications of China’s growing power. Realists warn that the resurgence of China, while still in its early stages,
portends a structural transformation in the Asia-Pacific system in that the relative
power matrix in the region is being altered in a way which deepens the security
dilemma.2 Liberal institutionalists and constructivists argue against the assertion that
power competition inevitably leads to war, suggesting that the processes of interdependence, institutional norms and socialization can play a critical role in shaping
how Chinese power is exercised.3 This controversy is not likely to be resolved in the
near future because of divergent interpretations of Beijing’s intentions. However,
on balance, while it may take China many decades to catch up with the US in terms
of economic, technological and military capabilities, in the interim, China’s rise
might be perceived as a systemic disruption under one or more of the following
circumstances:
1. If growing Chinese capabilities are accompanied by evidence of ambitions for domination – that is, a powerful China that poses a demonstrable intentional threat
beyond the inevitable displacement of some American (or Japanese, or Russian)
influence in the region as its economy grows.4
2. If it becomes clear that Beijing possesses the will to challenge the status quo in order
to aggrandize itself. In other words, if China shows evidence of being a revisionist
power. This is a particularly controversial measure of Chinese intentions, as
Alastair Iain Johnston has argued, if one acknowledges that the existence of a
widely accepted international status quo for major international rules is debatable,
and given the analytical difficulties in matching Chinese rhetoric with action in
terms of power distribution preferences.5
3. The existence of persistent flashpoints, which pose the problem of potential conflict
by miscalculation or proxy and which require constant monitoring. In the region,
the Taiwan issue and the competing claims over islands in the South China Sea are
hotspots which directly involve China and which continue to worry policy makers
and observers.6
4. If China is willing to risk and is planning for asymmetrical conflict with the US.
This is the intervening variable which will overcome the arguments that China
will be deterred by the huge current gap in capabilities between the US and
itself. As will be discussed later, Beijing could exploit selected numerical and
situational advantages in specific areas such as Taiwan, and it is also developing
technological warfare capabilities to target the current American edge in war
fighting.7
5. China’s ability to destabilize the general strategic climate of the region even without
intending to do so, because of the unsettling effects of its growing power on its
neighbors. This may take the form of fears of the rising economic competition
posed by China across the whole range of industrial and service sectors, as well as
the fueling of regional weapons acquisitions as part of hedging strategies.8
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Understandably, the debate over Chinese power continues to turn mainly on the central issue of Beijing’s intentions, and secondarily on the displacement effect of China’s
growing ambient power. However, one means of advancing the current debate is to
examine key possibilities for relative power transformation in the Asia-Pacific region.
Deriving “concept-driven” generalizations can help us to assess the various likely
states, parameters and scenarios of change as China rises. Working from the assumption that China’s economic growth and national integrity will continue for the
foreseeable future,9 the following analysis examines three alternative “models,” which help
to assess some of the possible processes and outcomes in negotiating Sino-American
coexistence in the Asia-Pacific. The three models may be described in shorthand as:
status quo, negotiated change and power transition. For each model, the following discussion examines the impact of relative power distribution, each side’s perceived
regional image and role, and their priority national interests and objectives in the
region. It suggests different aspects of power and influence that may be negotiable for
each side. The likelihood of each model prevailing and alternative evolution scenarios
are then assessed.
Many scholars and analysts have focused their anxieties on the potential power
transition if and when China grows to the extent that it can challenge US hegemony. I
suggest, however, that the power transition model belongs within the mid- to longterm range of possibilities; and that in the intervening time period a variety of different
scenarios and developmental paths may be postulated under certain circumstances. In
the immediate term, we are witnessing Chinese domestic preoccupation and adjustment to the status quo of US regional hegemony and to regional modes of international interaction. Within the medium term, there is the possibility of a negotiated
change in regional order towards what I term a “hierarchical duet” of power. The
paper concludes that we are likely to see tacit coexistence and even some negotiated
power sharing in the short to medium term. In the long term, however, if the two
powers are not able to sustain a negotiated regional order either in the form of a hierarchical duet or by moving towards a security community, the region will be left facing the destabilizing scenario of power transition.

Model I: Status Quo
In the first model, both China and the US maintain the status quo in the Asia-Pacific
security system. This primarily involves China conceding and not challenging the fact
of existing US strategic dominance over the region. Instead, Beijing concentrates on
internal consolidation and on developing its economy. It also adjusts to global and
regional US dominance in a number of ways: it intensifies trade and other relations
with the US; pursues membership in key US-led international institutions such as the
World Trade Organization (WTO); does not challenge US alliances in East Asia; and
publicly proclaims no challenge to the US-led status quo except for Taiwan, which is
deemed a domestic issue. At the same time, China adopts prevailing modes of international interaction at the regional level, including a similar volume and style of diplomacy, membership in regional institutions, and a tight focus on economic cooperation.
In this model, there is an underlying structural change in terms of the narrowing
gap in relative power between the two largest players in the region, but as yet no
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power competition. Instead, the key change will occur in Chinese national characteristics, in terms of China’s growing economic strength and national consolidation. But US
strategic dominance over the Asia-Pacific will persist, and will not be contested by China.
Many important aspects of this model are reflected in the current state of affairs in
the region. A significant degree of Chinese adjustment and accommodation exists relative to US predominance. In terms of policy, Chinese leaders have evinced their desire
to make room for and to avoid open contestation of (if not entirely conform to) US
dominance in recent years. There has been, for instance, a marked moderation in rhetoric against “American hegemony” and US alliances and bases in East Asia.10 Chinese
actions also do not suggest that it is seeking a strategy of counter-dominance against
the US. On the Korean peninsula, Beijing has refrained from exploiting its close relationship with Pyongyang to intensify the antagonism against the US and South Korea,
but has rather shifted towards being a mediating partner of the US in the Six Party
Talks.11 And while some see renewed Sino-Russian relations as a spot of soft balancing
behavior by Beijing, the limits on their strategic cooperation partnership are considerable, including their divergent primary aims, which are arms acquisition on China’s
part and economic gain on Russia’s part, rather than anti-American in focus.12 Also of
note was Beijing’s support for the Bush administration’s campaign against terrorism
and war in Afghanistan after September 11, 2001, in spite of the new or renewed
American presence in Central and South Asia, which works to Chinese strategic disadvantage.13 Moreover, the Chinese government’s relatively quiet opposition to the war
against Iraq in 2003 indicated that China is willing to allow room for the US to flex its
muscles, even when critical principles such as sovereignty are at stake.14 On the one
hand, Beijing has gained breathing space within the Sino-American relationship as a
result of Washington’s new preoccupation with anti-terrorism and the Middle East,
and has also managed to hitch its controversial domestic anti-insurgency cause to the
terrorism bandwagon.15 On the other hand, China’s accommodation of US strategic
priorities at this time derives also from the renewed realization of its own relatively
inferior technology and war-fighting capability after the demonstrations of American
prowess in the recent battlefields.16
As a result of the perceived large power differential, and because of their urgent
economic imperative, Chinese policy elites are now doubly anxious to maximize what
they perceive as the breathing space afforded by the US war on terror to concentrate
on economic development and growth. This accords well with the strategic thinking
which has prevailed since the economic reforms of the 1980s. Premier Deng Xiaoping’s
guiding principles for foreign policy were to seek peace and development (heping yu
fazhan) while keeping a low international profile and building up China’s abilities
(taoguang yanghui).17 In meetings and interviews, the Chinese policy community
tends to emphasize the large gap between the US and China in terms of wealth, technology, and military capability. They acknowledge US superiority and China’s inability to be a real competitor for the next few decades at least. This pragmatism is
accompanied by Beijing’s strong strategic focus on domestic economic development
and national stability. Chinese leaders publicly acknowledge that the country faces a
plethora of developmental problems that “are enough to keep us busy” – Beijing will
not have time to spare to “seek hegemony” when it is going to take the “arduous
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endeavours of generations for China to catch up with developed countries.”18 Thus
China cannot afford either to try to forge a counterbalancing coalition against the US, or
to dabble in foreign policy adventurism. By this logic, China is a “satisfied” power.19
As one Chinese academic put it, the central problem in Sino-American relations
may be conceptual: Washington harbors a “China threat” mentality and perceives
bilateral relations to be those between a superpower and a rising challenger.20 The Chinese,
on the other hand, characterize the relationship as one between “the largest developing
country” and “the largest developed country.”21 There is a strong recognition that the
American unipolar moment will last for some time, that China does benefit from
deeper integration into the world economic system maintained by the US, and that
Beijing has no alternative developmental path. Thus Beijing’s current aim is to
“de-securitize” China’s rise in order to allay regional concerns. The Chinese foreign
policy community has made a concerted effort to represent China’s re-emergence as
essentially an economic and developmental one, rather than a strategic development. It
is not revisionist vis-à-vis the international system but in fact in line with the aims and
values well understood by others because this development is modeled along the welltraveled global capitalist path. Thus, instead of shunning or promoting alternatives to
the established institutions, China recognizes that “the world will not let China have a
free-ride, and because it wants to take the ride, China has no choice but to pay the
price for the ticket” for entry into institutions such as the WTO.22
As a result, Beijing publicly identifies cooperation rather than conflict as the main
characteristic of current and future Sino-American relations. China’s economic development will act as “the foundation for US–China cooperation.” Analysts foresee new
avenues for coordination especially in energy issues. For instance, as Chinese demand
for oil grows, Beijing will develop more common interests with Washington in Middle
East stability.23 The Chinese also hope for more Sino-American cooperation on technological advancements, and to ensure bilateral and regional stability to allow concentration on domestic development. In other words, as the emphasis of Beijing’s foreign
policy is retained upon issues of trade and international economic system membership,
key foreign affairs interlocutors in Beijing foresee a broadening and deepening of the
overlap in Sino-American interests in maintaining regional stability.24
In policy terms, this orientation is evident both at the conceptual and diplomatic
levels. Under the presidency of Jiang Zemin, China adopted a more consciously constructive tone in the key foreign policy aims of “increasing trust, reducing problems,
developing cooperation, and refraining from confrontation” (Jiang’s 16-character
principles of zhengjia xinren, jianshao mafan, fazhan hezuo, bugao duikang). At the
international level, Chinese diplomacy has consciously concentrated on demonstrating
China’s long-term goodwill, at times more so than on the pursuit of common interests.25 However, Beijing has also taken some important and consistent steps towards
conforming to the status quo in terms of participating in international institutions and
adopting norms of conduct.26 This is most notable at the regional level, especially in
Chinese participation in the ASEAN Regional Forum, an Asia-Pacific gathering
devoted to the discussion of security issues and under whose aegis China issued its
first defense white paper in 2002.27 China’s disputes with five neighboring countries
over islands in the South China Sea has engendered significant international concern
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since the Chinese occupation of Mischief Reef, claimed by the Philippines, in 1995.
However, Beijing softened its initial refusal to discuss the issue multilaterally and the
parties involved managed to negotiate a Declaration of Conduct in November 2002.28
On the economic front, China has undertaken to set up a free trade area with Southeast
Asia by 2010, and is actively promoting ASEAN+3, which brings together Southeast
Asian countries along with China, Japan and the ROK.29 It would seem that President
Jiang’s attempt to develop a more activist approach towards “accomplishing some
deeds in the diplomatic arena” (yousuozuowei) has borne fruit.30 At the same time,
China has managed its “deeds” in a manner consistent with the prevailing diplomatic
style of the region, called the “ASEAN way,” which emphasizes informality, consensus, non-intervention in internal affairs, and moving at a pace that is comfortable for
all members.31 Further, in a gesture towards its acceptance of the sub-region’s norms
of peaceful settlement of conflicts and nuclear non-proliferation, Beijing signed on to
ASEAN’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation at the end of 2003.32
According to this “status quo” model of US–China relations, therefore, the impact
of systemic power distribution is muted for the time being. China is a rising power,
but not one sufficiently strong to threaten US preponderance for the next 20 years at
least. By this measure, we are not yet living in a time of transition from unipolarity.
Thus, in considering the impact of Sino-American relations on regional security, the
interesting questions shift from the structural to the ideational and behavioral realm. It
would seem that it is in each country’s perceived regional image and role for itself and
for the other that some interim answers may be found. Here, there is evidence that
China has been cautiously trying to re-represent its resurgence in developmentalist
terms and to pursue regional cooperation – and to some extent, leadership – using diplomatic and institutional means acceptable to other states. In this sense, China’s determined portrayal of itself as the rising but considerate and responsible power helps to
sustain the status quo in the form of the preferred processes of international relations.
It is competing with the US, but not over power or primacy as yet. Rather, the subtle
contest is for diplomatic and economic influence, mainly in East Asia, primarily in
order to stabilize its periphery and to forge economic ties, so as to advance its national
drive for economic development.
Prospects

This “status quo” model can persist for the short term, within a time frame of the next
20 years or so. Beijing’s attempts to limit its goals and to reassure the US and others in
the region about the consequences of its growing power may succeed for the next
decade. However, there are three key determinants of its success. First, there will need
to be greater transparency in Chinese defense strategy and policies in order to persuade others of its intentions. More sophisticated articulation of China’s security concepts and strategy would also help to clarify its objectives in the region. For instance,
while it still remains opaque compared to US strategic documents, the latest Chinese
Defense White Paper issued in December 2004 provides more information than before
on the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) doctrine, policies and international cooperation; some details on developments in the Chinese defense industry; and sheds better
light on China’s concerns about Taiwan.33
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Second, the degree of American acceptance of China’s foreign policy approach may
be limited by domestic pressures, especially the Taiwan lobby, which can be expected
to continue pressing for closer defense ties with the island as Chinese military power
grows. Also, as China develops economically, disputes over trade deficits, dumping,
tariffs, and copyright protection will probably increase. The twin rows over the high
valuation of the Chinese currency and the attempt by a Chinese company to buy out
the US oil and gas company Unocal in 2005 demonstrate that important constituencies in the US readily view China’s growing economic power as threatening to their
economic competitiveness and national security.34 Furthermore, the institutionalization of human rights concerns into China policy making structures within the US will
ensure the continued salience of this set of issues.35
Finally, to what extent is the developmentalist strategy a means of buying time for
Beijing to build up its national base, from which to project its power once it is strong
enough? Some American analysts see China’s building of comprehensive national power
as a short-term strategy, to be replaced by a second phase (to be implemented in 20 to 50
years’ time) during which Beijing will enhance its major power status by applying its
new power base more aggressively with less regard for a stable regional environment.36
While this is a reasonable assumption, based on the expectation that a more powerful
state is better able to pursue and advance its own interests, some regional observers have
pointed out that this window allows us time to try to “socialize” the Chinese policy elite
into a longer-term acceptance of international norms and order.37 Also, there remain the
possibilities of cognitive change in the strategic outlook of this generation of Chinese
leaders as they engage in greater interaction with the international community.38
Moreover, the degree to which China may be restrained by rules and institutions,
or Chinese ambitions moderated by relative gains, may be crucially affected by the
US’s conceptions of its position and role in the region. Currently, the apparent American
pursuit of perpetual predominance as articulated in the 2002 National Security Strategy exacerbates the security dilemma for China. The Bush administration not only
pledges to build up armed forces “strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries
from pursuing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of
the United States,” but has also introduced the principle of pre-emptive strikes against
potential adversaries that threaten American national security.39 Such rhetoric,
together with the “China threat” discourse, suggests that the Asia-Pacific is a zerosum chessboard on which there is no room for China to develop without threatening
the US position.40 Worryingly, from this reading of the US point of view, there are
potentially no aspects of strategic power that may be considered negotiable. For
instance, Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs James Kelly
told a House Committee hearing in June 2004 that China “is challenging the status
quo aggressively” in some areas, citing as the only example Beijing “expanding its
influence in Southeast Asia by enhancing its diplomatic representation, increasing foreign assistance, and signing new bilateral and regional agreements.”41 Southeast Asians
are not likely to agree with Kelly’s portrayal of recent Chinese initiatives towards the
region, and it would needlessly exacerbate the security dilemma if the US begins systematically to categorize growing Chinese economic and political influence in its surrounding region as an aggressive challenge to the status quo.
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On the other hand, since August 2004, the second Bush administration has revealed
elements of its global posture review, which indicate a shift towards a more global (as
opposed to region-specific) focus in what is to be a more flexible military strategy.42
Given the current emphasis against terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, it is
expected that Washington’s focus will shift towards the Middle East, Central Asia, and
South Asia. Coupled with the planned draw-down of troops from Korea, the Bush
administration may be seen as easing its attention in East Asia and tacitly conceding
the region to Chinese influence. While the Bush administration insists that the impacts
of the review will not affect the US commitment to allies or its military capabilities in
each theater,43 the perception that Washington is more preoccupied with its overall
global strategy and conflicts in other regions could be dangerous. It might lead to
greater complacency and assertiveness on the part of the Chinese in East Asia. In sum,
it is advisable neither for the US to construct a zero-sum power contest against China,
nor to be thought to be paying less attention to the region.
A crucial first step to adjusting to a rising or developing China is to acknowledge
the inevitable concomitant growth in its regional influence. While this entails the parallel realization that the status quo of American and Japanese dominance in the region
in strategic and economic terms may be altered as a result,44 a more constructive reaction would be to seek ways to deepen US engagement in the region in order better to
secure its interests.
It is important to understand that growing Chinese influence in the region need not
necessarily occur at the expense of American influence. First, power and influence in
the Asia-Pacific does not present a zero-sum game. As the Southeast Asian states are
fond of reiterating, for example, not only may the size of the economic pie itself be
enlarged without their most important traditional trading partners losing out to
China, but many states in the region still prefer continued US strategic dominance and
urge the closer involvement of both the US and China in regional security issues and
dialogue to enhance stability.45 Second, the apparent decline in US influence in the
region in recent years may be more the result of the unpopularity of the Bush administration’s conduct of the war against terrorism and in Iraq than it is related to growing
Chinese power.46
Thus, it would seem that a key feature of the short-term “status quo” model is the
hope that time might also be bought for the US to “acclimatize” itself to a changing
regional strategic environment that is moving towards containing two major powers,
albeit of somewhat different leagues. In other words, the “status quo” scenario discussed here does not assume a continuation of the current relative power distribution,
since the gap between Chinese and American power in the region will close to some
extent. However, the status quo is retained insofar as the US maintains its dominance
per se and rising China occupies a second-tier position in the regional hierarchy.

Model II: Negotiated Change
If China and the US are able, over the next decade or so, to maintain their relationship
along the lines of the status quo model outlined above, it would have been in large part
the result of a gradual adjustment on both sides to the changing power dynamics in the
region engendered by China’s rise and the US’s continued predominance. Over time,
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this process can be expected to take on a life of its own, if the two sides continue to
perceive the importance of coexistence. Over the medium term, it is possible that we
may see the relationship move towards a second model of negotiated change, by which
the two powers coordinate to manage a structural transformation. Model II differs
from Model I in that it involves a more conscious and coherent process of negotiating
power sharing, rather than the more ad hoc adjustments described in the first model. It
also differs in that the aim would be to negotiate a structural transition from US hegemony to a concert (or duet) of power between the US and China in the Asia-Pacific.
This model is informed by the observation and argument – advanced by institutionalists and constructivists against stark realist logic – that peaceful power transitions are possible.47 However, here we are concerned not with how to manage China’s
displacing and taking over American hegemony in the international system, but rather
with exploring the potential of finding some form of power sharing between them as
the vast power gap between the US and China is gradually reduced.48
Within the historical record, the main example of power sharing among major
states is the nineteenth century European concert system. The great power concert
consisting of Great Britain, Russia, Austria, Prussia and France was most effective in
the period between the Napoleonic and the Crimean wars, from 1815 to 1854. It was
distinguished by “an unusually high and self-conscious level of cooperation” among
these powers, whereby each exercised self-restraint and sought multilateral means of
dealing with problems. Concert conduct is distinct from balance of power behavior in
the fundamental acceptance that sustained cooperation between great powers is possible, and that war is undesirable as a policy tool.49 In the European case, after the
upheaval of the Napoleonic wars, the great powers concerned developed certain common values – the avoidance of major war, and a shared stake in economic prosperity –
which constituted a change in their conception of self-interest. Thus, as “statesmen
thought more in terms of the international system and what was necessary to keep it
functioning,” the process was accompanied by a “change in [their] values and beliefs
about how politics can and should be conducted.”50 This led in turn to the negotiation
of a system whereby the great powers would maintain postwar international order
using the key norms of crisis management through conference diplomacy, sanctioning
territorial change only by consensus, protecting essential members of the system, and
granting each other due respect.51 A concert system essentially involves conscious
coordination between great powers in managing international relations, mediating
conflicts, and legitimizing acceptable revisions to the status quo.
Does the European concert of power provide a model of negotiated change for
US–China relations in the Asia-Pacific today? Other authors have applied the concert
concept to the region wholesale to varying degrees of satisfaction.52 Given our focus
on the Sino-American bilateral relationship, however, this analysis concentrates on
drawing from some of the key notions of concert systems in developing its own model
of negotiated change. We might begin by noting a divergence: concerts are usually
deemed to exist in multipolar systems, whereas we are considering a case of two
powers that may still exhibit a significant power disparity. While the European concert system was in fact a two-tiered one, consisting of only two great powers (Great
Britain and Russia), it is difficult to draw generalizations from the European case for
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an AsiaPacific bipolar system.53 However, it is possible to consider how the general
principles of a concert system might be applied to achieve a “duet” of power between
the US and China in this region. Bearing in mind that a concert is a system that requires
“explicit and self-conscious management” on the part of the great powers,54 developing a
potential “duet” between Washington and Beijing would involve negotiation on at
least the following four aspects of their power and influence:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Potential spheres of influence;
Desired status quo power distribution;
How power is to be exercised; and
Modes of conflict management.

The first two categories deal with preferences in terms of structure and the last two
with agreement on processes.
Spheres of influence

A major characteristic of a great power concert is the explicit acceptance of each
power’s respective sphere of influence within the system, within which other powers
are not expected to encroach. Thus one crucial means by which the US and China can
negotiate peaceful change in the Asia-Pacific region may be through agreeing upon
mutual of spheres of influence. In this regard, Robert Ross’ suggestion that the extant
geographical and geopolitical conditions in East Asia make China the incumbent continental power and the US the dominant maritime power is useful. He argues that this
division of influence can persist because the US and China each has a defensive advantage in its own theater sufficient to match each other’s military developments. Also,
the de facto bipolarity is stable because of weak potential regional powers: Russia is
limited in its ability to deploy eastward, while Japan is too small.55 Ross’ implicit presentation of a Chinese continental versus American maritime sphere of influence is
attractive in light of Washington’s maritime arc of alliances (the “San Francisco system”) stretching from Japan and the Republic of Korea (ROK) to the Philippines to
Australia, and given China’s current lack of maritime power projection capability.
However, for the current de facto division of influence to be better consolidated
into a tacit or explicit understanding about spheres of influence over the medium term,
some important developments must be taken into account. For instance, to what
extent will China exercise what Ross terms “hegemony” over the Korean Peninsula
and continental Southeast Asia? It is not clear that Beijing desires a strong reunified
Korea at its doorstep because it could pose a challenge to potential Chinese regional
dominance; neither can it be taken for granted that countries like Vietnam, with its history of fighting Chinese occupation and of fierce independence, would succumb to the
Chinese orbit. At the same time, the processes of globalization and China’s integration
into the global economy and international community mean that the traditional
Monroe doctrine style of exclusionary spheres of influence may not in fact be possible
in today’s context.56
Furthermore, Ross’ sanguine view of the existing balance of power between the US
and China in East Asia is contestable. First, in spite of its recent moderate stance on its
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territorial claims in the South China Sea, the Chinese government did issue a Territorial
Waters Law in February 1992, laying claim to the whole of the South China Sea, and it
is engaged in upgrading its blue water naval capabilities, potentially blurring the lines
between maritime and continental influence.57 Second, the balance may be disturbed
through the implementation of the proposed American Theatre Missile Defense system. While the project has not made substantial progress thus far, Japan and Australia
have indicated their willingness to join the system, and if it comes into effect the US
will critically pierce Beijing’s offensive deterrence capacity.58 Finally, Ross’ argument
underrates the preferences and policies of countries in East Asia, which have adopted
relatively successful hedging strategies aimed at cultivating close relations with both
the US and China and not falling into one exclusive sphere of influence.59
For these reasons, it would seem that negotiating spheres of influence as such might
not be a viable central element of the negotiated change model. Rather than relying on
a geographical division of powers, we may have to look instead towards negotiating
other means of regulating the relationship between these two major powers with their
increasingly overlapping spheres of influence. At the structural level, an alternative to
spheres of influence would be to negotiate a mutual understanding about the preferred
status quo distribution of power within the Asia-Pacific region.
Power Distribution

There are two sets of debates to consider when thinking about the medium- to longterm power distribution in the Asia-Pacific. First is the set of speculation about when
China will “catch up” with the US in terms of economic productivity and military
capability.60 Estimates vary from 15 to 50 to 100 years, but it is safe to say that over the
medium term (20–30 years), assuming that China continues to develop and the US
does not decline, we will still be experiencing the process of China narrowing, but not
closing, the gap. Second is the controversy about what type of power distribution
gives rise to the most stable kind of international system. Neorealists favor bipolarity
because of the reading of the Cold War as a period of “long peace,” but classical realists and contemporary Chinese politicians and analysts prefer multipolarity, while
some American scholars have argued that the current US unipolarity will endure for
both structural and normative reasons.61 Again, regardless of the eventual outcome,
over the medium term we are likely to continue to see the run-up to a period of potential transition away from unipolarity.
Therefore, over the short to medium term, it is important for the US and China to
negotiate a shared understanding of and interest in the existing status quo, which we
may expect to be hierarchical in the sense that the US would remain the dominant
world superpower, while China increasingly becomes the regional great power within
East Asia. I would argue that within the medium term, prospects for a negotiated
peace would be best secured by the acceptance of this status quo two-tiered power distribution by both sides. This argument is premised upon the assumption that chances
for negotiated change are higher if it is clear that the hegemonic position per se is not
under contention.62 Having a hierarchy of powers within a concert is not unusual – as
noted above, the nineteenth century European concert consisted of only two great
powers, while the others were a defeated great power (France) and two middle powers
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(Austria and Prussia). China and the US could form a hierarchical duet. For this to
come to pass, though, a fundamental alteration of mutual perceptions is necessary.
Washington must come to recognize China’s significant regional impact and accord it
a legitimate leading role in regional affairs, while Beijing must accede to not only the
superiority but also the relative benignity of American power. Both these processes
require sea changes in mutual perceptions.
Here, the key concert principle of according each great power respect and the cardinal rule that none should be humiliated are particularly important, since a key facilitating factor for such a two-tier duet system would be the norms of equality and
mutual respect that Beijing emphasizes but often does not feel that it gains from the
US. As David Kang argues, East Asia has traditionally been more comfortable with
hierarchy in its international affairs than is the West.63 This means that China expects –
and will receive from the region, if not the US – the regard due the largest country in
the region. Without going so far as to argue, as Kang does, that countries in the region
would necessarily bandwagon with China, it is important to note that they are very
likely to accommodate China’s rising regional great power status whatever happens.
Yet Washington need not worry excessively about losing East Asia to China as an
exclusive sphere of influence, as these countries also worry about Chinese hegemony,
and so are equally likely to continue facilitating an active US presence and engagement
in the region.64
Over the medium term, establishing mutual Sino-American understanding of their
relative hierarchy would be merely a holding operation in the run-up to China becoming strong enough to challenge US hegemony, if not for the development of the following two elements of concert behavior, which represent crucial socializing processes
involving the negotiation of measures of self-restraint and forms of great power systemic management.
Exercise of Power

The most critical element of how power is to be exercised is clearly the use of force.
Any viable negotiated change scenario would therefore require a commitment on the
part of the two major powers to seek and exhaust diplomatic solutions to problems
and to reserve the use of force as a very last resort. Worries about Chinese “revisionism” are centered on the concern that Beijing stubbornly maintains its right to use
force to settle the Taiwan issue in particular. However, apart from Taiwan, which it
considers a domestic issue, Beijing has proclaimed adherence to the principle of peaceful resolution of conflicts through diplomacy in a variety of norms, including the Five
Principles of Coexistence, which have guided Chinese foreign policy since the mid1950s, and ASEAN’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation. It has also begun to negotiate
settlements on some of its territorial disputes with India and with Vietnam in recent
years, and has committed to dealing with the South China Sea dispute through multilateral diplomacy.65 Indeed, Premier Deng Xiaoping suggested in 1988 that the Five
Principles, initially developed for the Bandung Meeting of non-aligned states, could
form the basis of norms for international relations.66 On the other hand, China and
much of the rest of the world is currently worried that the US may regard the use
of force abroad as a sovereign right, particularly after Washington eschewed UN
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sanctions for the war in Iraq in 2003. In addition, the Bush administration’s adoption
of the doctrine of pre-emption and its labeling of North Korea as part of the “axis of
evil” spurred fears that the US would use force in settling the stalemate on the Korean
peninsula.
The two sides will also have to pay attention to other ways, short of war, in which
their strategic policies could deepen the security dilemma. In China, the improvement
of its power projection capabilities by means of arms acquisition and modernization
and augmentation of its offensive capabilities using the selective development of specific technology fuel American suspicions.67 The US, for its part, has been strengthening its key alliances in the region, particularly those with Japan and Australia, and is
looking to expand military cooperation with other friendly states such as Singapore.
The Bush administration’s 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review identified East Asia is
an area of “enduring” national interest to the US that no other state can be allowed to
dominate. China was indirectly but clearly identified as a potential threat to US interests in the region, and the report emphasized “East Asian littoral” (or maritime East
Asia) as a region in which the US would want to develop additional access and infrastructure agreements to overcome the long distances and its relatively low basing density.68 These trends, if not accompanied by regular bilateral high-level assurances and
military exchanges, will contribute to a spiraling security dilemma. At the same time,
other critical arms control issues have to be discussed on a high-level basis as Chinese
capabilities improve, as disagreement about nuclear proliferation continues, and as the
US has withdrawn from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty and is developing the
anti-ballistic missile defense system. The most important achievement of détente
diplomacy during the Cold War was arguably the elaborate and extended series of
arms control negotiations between Moscow and Washington. The key lesson here is
that the US and China should not need to wait for a Cuban Missile Crisis to provide
belated impetus for such negotiations.
Beyond the “hard” strategic calculations, one problem is that, unlike the US and
the Soviet Union during the Cold War, the US and China do not currently exercise
power in the Asia-Pacific region using a similar mix of instruments. The US is the
more established hegemon with formal alliances and an undeniable political and economic clout that is largely taken for granted, while China is the rising power with
growing economic leverage and a marked sensitivity to cultivating diplomatic influence. There is a need for some mutual understanding of the extent to which these types
of power are fungible across sectors. For instance, does Chinese domination of a growing slice of the Asian economic pie necessarily translate into a reduction in American strategic hold over its allies? The degree to which economic and strategic aspects of power
are negotiable or zero-sum is not well understood. The 2002 US–China Security
Review Commission’s report to congress recommended the active use of trade penalties to ensure China’s full compliance with WTO regulations.69 However, as some
analysts have pointed out, China’s growing regional and international economic role
means that such simple “us” and “them” divides do not apply in reality. Because
China has become so “deeply embedded with key global supply chains and increasingly has become the final assembly point for products that incorporate the valueadded components made by many of America’s friends throughout the region,” any
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economic retaliation against China will also hurt Washington’s allies and friends.
Moreover, the US will find it difficult to sanction economically one of the biggest
engines recycling global trade dollars back into the US – China is the second largest
US treasury notes holder after Japan.70 Thus, in addition to negotiating rules of
economic conduct, the US has also to work out how best to compete peacefully with
China in terms of economic and political influence in the region.
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Modes of Conflict Management

Conflict management under the concert system exhibited three main characteristics:
territorial change by consensus, multilateral conference diplomacy, and restraint of
more minor allies by each great power. Applying the first principle to the current
US–China relationship, an ideal would be the negotiation of an explicit understanding
that potential changes in the political status quo surrounding Taiwan would be acceptable only if both major powers agree. There is a case to be made that, in essence, such
a tacit principle already exists, since given the agreement on “one China” and the
American commitment to counter any unprovoked use of force by China, the only
solution agreeable to both sides, a unilateral declaration of independence from Taipei
notwithstanding, is some form of peaceful “one country, two systems” reunification.
This is a controversial assertion, but one that holds potential for a clearer negotiated
understanding than the deliberate ambiguity that currently exists, from a great-powercentered point of view.
Other possible areas of revisionism, such as China’s claims in the South China Sea, or
potential US aims for forcible regime change in other countries, would be more difficult
to manage. The rapid development of a number of multilateral security fora in the region
since the end of the Cold War may provide some avenue for the US and China, along
with other regional powers such as Japan, Korea, and India, to engage in concert-type
diplomacy in times of crisis. However, some of these institutions, such as the ASEAN
Regional Forum, currently suffer from malaise because of the divergent views of the two
major powers on their purpose and scope.71 Perhaps the better example is the Six-Party
talks regarding the Korean peninsula, which evolved from the American insistence on a
multilateral process to involve the US, China, Japan, Russia and the two Koreas. This
appears in some ways to resemble a concert, with the US exercising its influence over the
ROK and China restraining the DPRK, but both brokering negotiations, while the
other two regional powers are brought into the process to accord it legitimacy. Whether
such nascent concert diplomacy can mediate revisionism and promote self-restraint
remains to be seen. Furthermore, over the medium term, whether such efforts can be
further institutionalized to form region-wide norms of conflict management and mediation would depend on whether the US and China are willing to incorporate such institutions as part of their new negotiated order. One way would be the fulfillment of the
aspiration to expand the talks into a Northeast Asian security dialogue.72
Prospects

Overall, the conditions for some form of negotiated change in the US–China relationship towards a concert-type “hierarchical duet” are daunting but not unimaginable.
First, the presence on both sides of strong leadership and the capacity for tight
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executive decisions will aid the process of building up a significant level of confidence
and trust. Ironically, the Nixon/Kissinger–Mao/Zhou combination of the early 1970s
might provide the ideal model for such a process of re-conceptualizing the relationship.
While the Chinese leaders relied on their domestic authority, the American leaders
relied on secrecy to negotiate a reduction of mutual threat perceptions, and to cultivate
cooperation or coordination on major international issues.73
Second, the existence of a significant common interest – a shared external threat is
often the best unifying factor – may be crucial to kick-starting the process.74 In the
post-Cold War era, common Sino-American interests include economic development,
peaceful reunification on the Korean peninsula, and counter-terrorism. It is not clear
whether these are sufficiently salient common causes though. As a goal that is shared
by almost every state in the world, it is doubtful whether economic development can
act as a gel specific to US–China relations. Furthermore, there is growing domestic
sentiment within the US that Chinese economic growth might engender unhealthy
dependence of certain critical US economic sectors on China, and that cheaper Chinese
production costs and the overvalued Chinese currency are costing American jobs.75 In
spite of the Bush administration’s rhetoric, whether the “war on terror” might become
the next big crusade remains to be seen, especially as China’s support of the campaign
apparently carried the important consideration of winning American backing for its
own domestic struggle with separatists in Xinjiang province. Without the initiation of
meaningful arms control talks between Washington and Beijing, counter-proliferation
is unlikely to provide the focus for cooperation, as Washington’s disagreements with
Beijing on the latter’s provision of nuclear technology to countries like Pakistan
remain an issue of contention.76 As suggested above, the Korean peninsula may provide a promising arena for Sino-American coordination and perhaps the prime avenue
for an exercise of concert over the medium term. However, unless it can provide the
basis for a more coordinated effort led by the US and China to institutionalize
regional security cooperation, it will remain a limited issue area that cannot provide an
overarching ideological bond.
Furthermore, the constraints provided by domestic politics on both sides must be
weighed. Any negotiated power sharing arrangement would require a reversal of
Chinese attitudes towards US “hegemony” and “imperialism,”77 and the reconciliation
of growing Chinese nationalism with self-restrained exercise of power. The difficulties
of this process for Chinese leaders who have to contend with strong nationalist opinion that the time has come to make up for China’s century of humiliation cannot be
underestimated.78 On the other hand, however, the specific expressed objectives of
Chinese nationalist discourse should not be ignored. The top priority is national
reunification. One of the most crucial determinants of a sustainable negotiated
regional order may therefore be the US ability to cede Taiwan to the Chinese sphere of
influence. If this is achieved, a fundamental obstacle to negotiated change may be
removed, and the vital determinant of China as a “revisionist” power negated.
On the other hand, it is important to recognize that the negotiation of a power
share will work to China’s advantage in the medium term when it is still unable to
challenge US supremacy. This is reflected in Beijing’s current posture towards the
US in the Asia-Pacific. Chinese leaders have reportedly told Washington that China
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(a) will not challenge US military presence in the Asia-Pacific (which is useful to
China because it contains Japanese re-militarization); (b) will not put pressure on
neighboring countries to drop their relations with the US (with the exception of
Taiwan’s military relations); and (c) will actively participate in regional security fora
and economic development.79 These undertakings, if translated into consistent practice,
could form the basic understanding for a negotiated hierarchical regional power structure.
Faced with international debates about how to deal with a rising China in the
1990s, Beijing also issued its own, relatively moderate national security statement in
the form of President Jiang Zemin’s “new security concept” (xin anquanguan) in 1997.
This formulation consciously moved away from the old Cold War security outlook
that emphasized great power competition, collective defense, unilateralism and absolute security. Instead, the new security concept is based on the central notions of
mutual trust (huxin); mutual benefit (huli); equality (pingdeng); and cooperation (xiezuo). In rhetoric at least, the concept represents new developments in Chinese security
thinking in three ways. First, as well as the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence
(sovereignty and territorial integrity; non-aggression; non-interference in internal
affairs; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful coexistence), it stresses the importance of norms governing international relations, particularly the role played by the
United Nations. Second, the new concept is concerned with comprehensive security –
in the form of economic, political, technological, environment and cultural security – as
well as military security. It also encompasses non-traditional security issues like terrorism
and transnational crime. Finally, the new security concept is underscored by an
emphasis on the growing interdependence of security issues. The understanding, particularly post-September 11, that a nation’s security is intrinsically bound up with the
security of neighbors in an era of multifaceted and global threats, has led to a new emphasis
on common security interests and the need for cooperative security approaches.80
Furthermore, the Chinese foreign policy community is intensifying its presentation
of a peculiarly Chinese style of exercising power. This emphasizes a gradual, incremental, “peaceful rise” (heping jueqi) to power. Indeed, in recent years, the term
adopted is “peaceful development” (heping fazhan), as Beijing pursues the method of
deep engagement through economic cooperation for “mutual benefit” with its neighbors, supplemented by the appeal of similar culture and cultural styles in terms of
“Asian values” and the “ASEAN way.”81 Under the new leadership of President Hu
Jintao and Prime Minister Wen Jiabao, Beijing has also manifested a successful diplomatic “charm offensive” in East Asia in the last two years.82 Part of Beijing’s success
stems from a diplomatic style that stresses informal equality with its smaller neighbors
in spite of the formal inequalities that exist in terms of power (as opposed to the formal, sovereign equality but informal practical inequality that is perceived in the US
style). In general, in its opposition to what is perceived as the “western” style of assertive external colonization and imperialism, China’s pursuit of “peaceful rise” appears
to refer back to a more traditional model of Chinese power. This view is sinocentric
and is premised upon the consolidation of domestic power and governance until the
relative force of this political, economic and strategic power exerts a centripetal “pull”
effect for those around it, who will then choose to at least accommodate, if not bandwagon with, China.
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On the other side, the radical change required in American attitudes about China,
the US role in the Asia-Pacific, and its exercise of power as the unipolar power will
arguably be much more difficult to achieve. At the bilateral level, there is first the
general suspicion and assessments of China as posing a military threat to the US,
which stem from realist convictions, cultural perceptions, and ideological opposition
to the largest remaining communist state in the world. While many studies list the outstanding issues of contention between the US and China, it is not clear what China
must or can do in order to change American perceptions. Second is the related ideological problem Americans have of dealing with an authoritarian communist government
after the Cold War. Finally, it is difficult to gauge under what conditions domestic
political pressure with the US might ease on the Taiwan issue, and how subsequent
administrations would calibrate the “ambiguous” commitment to Taiwan’s defense.
Fundamentally, the most critical consideration is whether any power sharing
arrangement will necessarily be regarded as compromising US influence in the region,
a factor that may stymie progress if the Bush administration’s declared objective of
preventing any other power from challenging US global hegemony is taken seriously.
In order to begin to negotiate a modus vivendi with Beijing, Washington will have to
make room for China at the international and regional tables on issues of importance
to the country; take seriously and participate in regional fora for cooperation on security issues; and be prepared to even think about conceding to some form of a “one
China” solution on the Taiwan issue, for instance, by clearly calling upon Taipei not
to seek de jure independence. China already sits at most of the most important negotiating tables in international diplomatic and economic issues, except perhaps for the
G8. On the other hand, at the regional level, China has been taking more of an interest
in cooperative institutions (such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), ASEAN+3,
East Asian Summit, and Shanghai Cooperation Organization) than the US, which still
uses its alliance structure as the basic foundation of Asia-Pacific strategy.83 While the
region believes that China may be socialized into being a responsible great power by
its participation in regional institutions, the parallel aim to socialize the US into nonmilitary cooperative security modes of behavior has not received equal attention. At
the same time, while there is now greater recognition of China’s new focus on boosting its profile and participation in international diplomatic arenas and institutions,
there is not sufficient consideration in Washington about how to react to and interact
with China in these settings instead of in a head-to-head contest.84
Still, a start may be made in the current climate to redress the negative images in the
US of China as a threatening rising power now that Washington has found other enemies in the form of global terrorism and rogue states proliferating in weapons of mass
destruction. One key possibility is that the argument in favor of an “offshore balancing” strategy in the Asia-Pacific may gain greater currency as the US remains intensely
engaged in the Middle East.85 This strategy is fatalistic about China’s ascendance, but
rationalizes the withdrawal of the US security commitment in the region by recourse
to the expectation that Japan will rise to balance China. Without accepting the whole
extent of this argument, we might suggest that power sharing is an intermediate solution to the potential problem of overextension should Washington persist in the strategy of preponderance. The advantages of negotiated power sharing include lower costs,
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the constraint of a potential challenger by means of norms and rules, as well as the
benefits of cooperation and joint management of regional affairs, which may include
quid pro quo Chinese support for American policies in other regions of the world.
The main point here is that in the medium term the peaceful integration of China
into the regional power fabric will require negotiation rather than simple adjustment.
China must be allowed and expected to change a few things too, such as to increase its
share of regional trade and influence, and to check the pace of certain institution building for its own comfort. Of course, there are fundamental rules which all parties
should be expected to uphold, for instance, the use of force in settling disputes. Yet,
from a negotiating point of view, such bottom lines are harder to maintain if one or
both parties is inconsistent or bears a controversial record on such issues. More fundamentally, Washington will want to think about the impacts of China’s growing leadership role in East Asia. Beijing’s unassailable Asian identity, its sustained engagement
with the region as a whole, its emphasis on regional economic development, and its
astute diplomacy have all boosted its legitimacy as regional leader, even as its material
capabilities lag far behind those of the US. In contrast, while American economic and
strategic preponderance continues in the region, its emphasis on bilateral relationships
rather than region-wide engagement, its core reliance on alliances rather than more
comprehensive socioeconomic aspects, and Washington’s apparent high-handedness
may seriously undermine US leadership in the region.
Trajectories

There are three possible trajectories from this medium-term model of negotiated
change. First, some form of a hierarchical duet could be sustainable into the longer
term, if no major crises occur to undermine the period of mutual negotiation, if China
does not overtake the US in terms of economic power too quickly, and if America’s
relative power advantage is maintained. Second, it is possible that we could see
progress towards a Sino-American concert-type arrangement, as Chinese capabilities
increasingly catch up with those of the US. Over the longer term, as the two powers
negotiate rules and coordinate their management of regional affairs, it is likely that
greater similarity of interests and identity would emerge between them. This, of
course, is the constructivist notion of fundamental change in preferences arising from
norm and institution building.
The most optimistic long-term negotiated change scenario would have the US and
China cultivating multilateral collective security approaches with the other powers in
the region, moving towards a regional security community.86 This process will be
arduous, and the goal may be unattainable because of the degree of dominance of the
two major powers and the underdeveloped precedence for collective security in this
region. On the other hand, some progress has been made at the initiative of ASEAN to
propagate its style of diplomacy throughout the region, and regional security dialogue
has begun. China has also demonstrated its willingness to adopt ASEAN-style multilateral approaches and, more importantly, appears to be reformulating its security
thinking to take greater account of the notion of cooperative security. Such developments remain mainly rhetorical, regional security dialogues still do not impinge upon
some of the most crucial security issues like Taiwan and the Korean peninsula, and the
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US appears to share very little interest in cooperative or collective security approaches.
But embarking on the process itself is important, because of the belief that the journey
cultivates values and ways of behaving that can moderate behavior and shape
preferences, even if the states concerned never reach the end of a European Union-like
community.87 The most important basic change will be the cultivation of the expectation and belief that structural shifts in power do not need to be accompanied by war
but can instead be negotiated.88
The last possible trajectory is one during which the negotiated change process
breaks down. This might occur if a major crisis happens, such as a war over Taiwan, or
if over the medium term other powers in the region begin to rise (or, in Japan’s case, to
rearm significantly), thus disrupting and possibly destabilizing the regional power
structure. If this process breaks down, then we are likely to move to the situation of
power transition discussed in model III below.

Model III: Power Transition
Scenarios of power transition pit the US as the incumbent hegemon against China as
the rising challenger. Such situations with changes in relative power at the structural
level are associated with competition over positions within the international hierarchy
and concepts of international order. The incumbent power will tend to emphasize system preservation (along with its dominant hierarchical position within it), while the
rising challenger will tend to be revisionist, focusing on exerting territorial claims and
changing international rules and norms. The ultimate aim of the challenger would be
to usurp the dominant position of the incumbent.89
Translated into the US–China context, the power transition model portends at least
three possible outcomes:
i China successfully challenges US hegemony in the region and there is a power transition to Chinese dominance;
ii There is a failed power transition following a crisis and conflict, which sees the reassertion of US hegemony, and/or Chinese implosion; or
iii A transition to a new bipolar balance of power occurs in which China and the US
stake out separate spheres of influence and exercise mutual deterrence and containment, with occasional contained conflicts.
The third possible outcome may appear similar to model II discussed in the previous
section, but the substantive outcome and process here would be different – it may
involve more conflicts or near-conflicts and lessons learnt, such as during the early
Cold War years, as opposed to the sustained negotiation in model II.
Realist and neorealist theorists are pessimistic about prospects for peaceful power
transitions. Notably, Robert Gilpin’s hegemonic instability theory asserts that the
incongruity between a rising power’s capabilities and its continued subordinate position in an international system dominated by an erstwhile hegemon triggers a security
dilemma that can only be resolved by major war.90 His is a stark neorealist view that
regards states as driven by zero-sum power concerns that make negotiation on hierarchy,
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rules and values impossible. Empirically, it would seem that neorealists are correct: a
large majority of power transitions are accompanied by war, with the modifications to
the international order made by the victors of military confrontation.
From previous examples of power transition, we may note four important variables. First, war is usually the necessary determining factor of the transition to the
reign of a new hegemon.91 However, the relationship between the incidence of war and
power transitions is not clear-cut. Some wars between rising and declining powers –
such as the Thirty Years War – do not result in power transition; in other cases – such
as the end of the Cold War – peaceful power transitions are achieved when the contending power acknowledges defeat and gives in to a new international order; and in
yet other cases – such as the American takeover of British hegemony after the second
World War – the major war occurs after the challenger has already overtaken the
incumbent power. Thus, it would seem that there are specific conditions under which
the incongruity between capabilities and status felt by the rising and declining powers
may or may not necessarily lead them to war.92
Second, the specific disparity in power between the incumbent power and the challenger is important. The quantitative aspects of power transition – the perceived type
and potential scope of the competing power, as well as the relative rates of ascendance
and decline – are critical scales on which the balance of threat is calculated by fading or
incumbent powers. However, the relationship between power imbalance and war
remains a highly contested issue.93 Intuitively, one would assume that the smaller the
disparity of power, the greater the likelihood of conflict as the challenger becomes
more confident.94 However, it is possible that the incumbent power might decide to
launch a preventive war against the competition before the challenger becomes too
strong, while there is historical evidence that rising dissatisfied powers have tended to
challenge hegemons before they have attained the latter’s level of power.95
Third, according to power transition theory, the dominant power is usually simultaneously in decline in parallel to the competing power’s rise. In the situation of the
US and China currently, this is far from the case: the US enjoys a preponderance of
power which is virtually unparalleled in history, and China may need up to 50 years to
draw head-to-head with it. In this case, a classic overtake scenario is very unlikely,
barring a major domestic crisis or an economic collapse in the US.
Fourth, the dynamics of power transition are by no means simple. First, the process
of power transition often involves more than just the rising and fading powers; there
are often multiple rising contenders and simultaneous power challenges, and their
involvement in the wars that characterize periods of transition is not clear-cut.96 Second, it appears that successful new hegemons have tended to rise from the ranks of
supporting rather than challenging states. It was not Spain, the direct challenger to
Portugal, which emerged as the new hegemon at the end of the seventeenth century,
but Holland. By fighting Spain, the Dutch took up where the Portuguese left off, subsequently acquiring independence and inheriting Portuguese world trade. In the eighteenth century, it was not the French challengers who achieved hegemony, but rather
Britain, which had fought alongside Holland in the Napoleonic wars. Again in the
twentieth century, Germany failed in both bids for hegemony against Britain, while
the United States emerged as the new hegemon after fighting as Britain's ally in both
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World Wars. It seems that the very high costs of competition between the direct challenger and the old hegemon prohibit success, while the cooperative/competitive relationship between the old hegemon and its supporting partner paves the way for a
successful power transition.97 In this regard, it may be crucial to pay attention to other
significant third parties in the Asia-Pacific transition, especially Japan, which is a US
ally, and which, if given a choice, the US might prefer to cede greater regional power
to, or construct a concert of sorts with, to strengthen the face-off with China.98 Alternatively, India may be another rising regional power that could benefit from a potentially destructive Sino-American conflict.
Thus, great power transition is a complicated process and power transition or neorealist theories alone are inadequate predictors of outcomes. Fundamentally, whether
we will see a challenge for dominance by China in the Asia-Pacific depends on two
variables: potential power parity between the US and China, which would provide
Beijing with the capability to launch a bid for dominance; and dissatisfaction with the
status quo, which will indicate Chinese intention and willingness to challenge the US.
It would appear that outright confrontation between the US and China is unlikely in
the short to medium term simply because of the existing power differential. More
importantly, Chinese policy makers are consciously aware of and very wary about
their shortcomings vis-à-vis the US, and especially in light of the demonstrations of
American military and technological prowess in the 1990s campaigns, and the recent
war against Iraq.99 Although some suggest that the region is already bipolar because
China is the established dominant continental power in East Asia, the reality remains
one in which the sheer power disparity, when weighed up in material rather than simple geographical terms, indicates a highly asymmetrical bipolarity, if it might be called
that.100 Indeed, China’s eventual capacity to develop as a more even counterweight to
the US can be called into further doubt on the grounds that China’s rise may be
impeded down the line by the potential power balancing behavior of its immediate
neighbors – Russia, Japan, possibly Korea, and Southeast Asian states.101
Scenarios of hegemonic challenge remain a long-term prospect in the Asia-Pacific.
While power transition and neorealist theories predict a Sino-American power contest,
we are more likely to see limited tensions and managed frictions over specific issues such
as the Taiwan question than outright war. There remains, nevertheless, the possibility of
China pursuing asymmetrical conflict with the US, an eventuality that, by definition,
would precede the condition of power parity that underlies power transition theories.
Thomas Christensen has drawn attention to scenarios of such asymmetrical warfare, but
suggests a combination of specific circumstances under which these might occur. A
weaker China might well challenge the US if the leadership sees itself as incurring greater
regime costs from not attacking than from attacking (Taiwan is an issue that could lead
to this reasoning); if actual or potential American casualties seem sufficiently high to
force an early US withdrawal from any conflict; if the US is tied down militarily in other
parts of the world; and if Chinese leaders believe that regional US allies can be encouraged to adopt policies different from America’s own.102 Other indications of China preparing for asymmetrical confrontation include the attention paid to building up missile
strike capability against Japan as leverage against the US, and the Chinese strategic focus
on developing “assassin’s mace” techniques and weapons that can exploit the American
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technological advantage by targeting critical hi-tech information, intelligence, command
and other logistics systems in a conflict situation.103
Nevertheless, such asymmetric warfare plans do not appear to be conceived of
within particular contexts of specific conflict scenarios with the US, apart from the
special case of Taiwan. In this sense, the development of asymmetric military capabilities by China may be classified under general efforts to improve its military power and
its capability to achieve the one revisionist goal of reunification with Taiwan that
Beijing has consistently and overtly stated since 1949.

Conclusion
We began with the suggestion that in order to obtain security and stability in the AsiaPacific, the US and China must negotiate their relationship. This would entail the clarification of each side’s regional strategy, and a two-way process aimed at finding areas
of common interest and possible cooperation and coordination, and at hammering out
conflict management procedures. As a first cut, this paper has examined three possible
models of how this process might take place: I, the preservation of the strategic status
quo whereby China concentrates on domestic development and accepts US hegemony; II, negotiated change by which is worked a bipolar power sharing arrangement
and eventually might be worked a multilateral cooperative security system is worked
out; and III, a classic power transition entailing competition between the US as the
incumbent hegemon and China as the rising challenger.
There are four main findings in this paper. First, while much of the conventional
argument, especially in the US, has been centered upon the expectation that China will
challenge US hegemony, leading to a power transition scenarios, what we are seeing
now is in fact more akin to the status quo model. The evidence indicates that China is
playing according to the international rules and will concentrate on domestic consolidation for the short to medium term if it is allowed to do so. Second, the power transition set of outcomes belongs rather to the medium- to long-term range of possibilities.
Third, before we reach that point of power transition, though, there exists a range of
possible trajectories that the US–China relationship could traverse. These alternative
scenarios are summarized in Table 1.
Scenario A is clearly the most optimistic one, which assumes that the two countries
manage to negotiate a regional order based upon understandings on power sharing, the
exercise of power and conflict management, and then involve other states in the region
in building a security community. Even if China and the US manage to move some
way towards power sharing, there is the possibility that this process of negotiation or
concert might be perpetuated and regional stability maintained (Scenario B). If such
efforts were to fail, or if they are not undertaken at all, the region will move into a
power transition phase, but with uncertain outcomes, depending upon the reactions of
key countries in the region and upon the particular areas of conflict that ensue
(Scenarios C and D). Alternatively, there is the possibility that the status quo of clear
US hegemony might persist, if China’s growth is undermined by domestic problems
or by the outbreak of hostilities in the Taiwan Straits (Scenario E).
Future research projects might investigate in more detail the conditions under which
each of these scenarios might occur. For now, the discussion in this paper shows the
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TABLE 1
POSSIBLE SCENARIOS OF CHANGE IN THE US–CHINA RELATIONSHIP
OVER THE LONG TERM

Scenario A

1→ 2A → 2B

Scenario B

1 → 2A

Scenario C

1→ 2A → 3

Scenario D

1→3

Scenario E

1

Successful negotiation of power sharing arrangements, moving
eventually to constructing a regional security community
Continual negotiation of power sharing in the form of hierarchical
duet, persisting into concert behavior, possibly including other
regional powers
Move towards power sharing arrangements, but these break down
due to dissatisfaction on either or both sides, power transition
outcome uncertain
No power sharing as Chinese power accumulation proceeds – either
China challenges US hegemony and/or US engages in pre-emptive
action or active containment against China.
Outcome uncertain although Cold War balancing and containment-type
scenario more likely if China can find allies to forge countervailing
coalition; systemic war more likely if key flashpoint of unnegotiable
importance is triggered – e.g. Taiwan crisis in which China manages to
fight the US to stalemate.
Persistence of clear US hegemony IF Chinese development stymied by economic problems or by conflict over Taiwan in which US and Taiwan win

1 = Model I (status quo); 2A = Model II (negotiated change/hierarchical duet); 2B = Model II (negotiated change/
security community); 3 = Model III (power transition).

current state of affairs within the contemporary “status quo” situation, identifies key
areas of dialogue and bargaining needed for negotiated power sharing to occur, and
highlights the difficulties of drawing preliminary conclusions about the outcomes of a
future power transition. My preliminary evaluation is that Scenario B is most likely to
obtain over the medium term, as we may expect rising Chinese power to be circumscribed by slowing economic growth rates and increasing domestic developmental problems that will preoccupy Beijing. At the same time, the massive US edge in economic and
technological terms is likely to continue. Scenarios C and D are clearly the most worrying, and we will need to pay attention to two key trends within Chinese domestic politics that might push Beijing towards adopting more uncompromising or aggressive
stances towards the US. First is domestic unrest arising from uneven development,
which will undermine the regime’s legitimacy and stability; and the second is the rising
salience of nationalism as China grows, which the regime may feel compelled to pander
to given the demise of communist ideology as a mobilizing force in domestic politics.
Finally, it is clear that the onus lies equally with both China and the US to find ways
to accommodate the changing power balance between them. This applies not only in traditional military balance-of-power terms, but also entails the consideration of the more
complex competition of influence in the arenas of economics and diplomacy, which may
have unprecedented strategic significance in the increasingly interdependent and globalized Asia-Pacific today. Fortunately, the latter are not necessarily zero-sum arenas, and
could provide critical opportunities for mutual socialization and for the two-way negotiation of new norms of conduct and rules for power sharing.
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